The role of secure attachment, empathic self-efficacy, and stress perception in causal beliefs related to mental illness – a cross-cultural study: Italy versus Israel
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Background: Research suggests that “mental illness etiological beliefs” and attitudes toward mentally ill people are significantly related; it has also been demonstrated that adult attachment style and empathic self-efficacy affect such attitudes. Moreover, community or regional culture has a significant impact on etiology beliefs and attitudes toward the mentally sick.

Materials and methods: We carried out this study in Italy and Israel among psychology students to compare two cultures in regards to causal beliefs of mental disorders and the roles that specific variables, such as secure attachment, empathic self-efficacy, and stress, play in etiological beliefs. The participants (N=305) were students who belonged to two universities: Padua (N=183) and Haifa (N=122). The Many Facet Rasch Model (MFRM) was applied in a cross-cultural perspective to analyze the differential functioning of specific etiological beliefs in relation to the above mentioned variables; the effect of gender and religious beliefs was also entered in the MFRM.

Results: The two cultures reacted differently to the biogenetic and psychosocial causal explanations of mental disorders: Israeli students endorsed the biogenetic causal beliefs model more frequently than the Italians. Among other findings, concerning the biogenetic model, the Italian students were predominantly males, who declared to be religious and reported lower levels of secure attachment than Israelis. On the other hand, the Israeli students who manifested a preference toward the biogenetic explanation were mostly females, who declared not to be religious and who manifested higher levels of secure attachment than the Italians.

Conclusion: This article is expected to contribute to the improvement of the understanding of general public’s etiological beliefs of mental illness. Similarities and differences between the two cultures, Israel and Italy, have been highlighted on the basis of the MFRM analysis. The effect that interpersonal relations, such as attachment style, perceived empathy, and stress, have on etiological beliefs was also investigated.
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Introduction
“Mental disorders etiological beliefs” have been extensively studied and results have shown that biological and psychosocial factors are the most frequently endorsed types of causes.1-6 Researchers have also suggested that cultural characteristics have a significant effect on etiological beliefs7-10 and that knowledge of mental illness within a population has a preponderant impact on how individuals perceive such disorders.11 In most cases, results showed that individuals perceive mental patients as dangerous and uncontrol-
lable; as a consequence, a discriminating behavior is often manifested against mentally sick people. The relationship between etiological beliefs and discriminating attitudes toward people with mental illness has been a long-lasting discussion in the literature and research has been carried out in different countries. Specific characteristics related to causal beliefs in the stigmatization of mentally ill people, such as prejudice, have been studied; it was found that people’s dominant feeling is that psychiatric disorders lead to unpredictable behaviors, irresponsibility, and loss of control. This impression is often a prejudice due to a negative stereotype, since different studies demonstrated that the relationship between being a mentally ill patient and being violent does not exist. A study conducted in three countries, Germany, Russia, and Mongolia, has analyzed the relationship between mental disorders causal beliefs (MDCBs) and social distance toward mentally ill people. Despite the different cultural backgrounds, the results have shown similar trends concerning the attribution of depression and schizophrenia to psychological causes, such as acute stress due to life events. The biological causes, such as brain disease and heredity, are less often indicated for both pathologies, in particular for depression. It is also found that endorsing biological factors as causes of mental disorders is associated with a greater desire for social distance. Stigmatization and expectations typical of specific community cultures have been also demonstrated to affect how people respond to health problems. Schomerus et al analyzed 17 representative population studies that examine aspects of the stigma of mental illnesses. Seven surveys were carried out in Europe, five in North America, three in New Zealand, and one each in Brazil and Ethiopia. The results suggested that a significant effect on how people who belong to different cultures perceive mental disorders and tend to stigmatize them exists in particular regarding variables such as blaming, perceived unpredictability, dangerousness, emotional reactions, and desire for distance. Pescosolido et al studied the relations between causal beliefs and attitudes toward mental illness in different cultures and confirm the effect that culture can have on those relations. The results evidence as well that, although the popularity of the biological model has been increasing recently, holding a neurobiological conception of mental disorders increases the likelihood of support for treatment, but generally does not improve the attitude toward the mentally sick. Schomerus et al have also demonstrated that stigmatization is a cluster of different attitudes and that they are differently attributed to different mental disorders. Cheng in his study on Asian Americans’ and European Americans’ stigma level in response to biological and social explanations of depression, concluded that, although genetics plays a role in the development of mental illness and in particular depression, giving special importance to a social expectation for the origin of depression may help to reduce stigma mainly for Asian Americans. In this perspective, among other research, Mannarini and Boffo’s study with Italian students suggests that schizophrenia is definitely attributed to biogenetic causes, whereas participants’ beliefs about anxiety, depression, and bulimia split up between a psychosocial etiology and an interaction of biogenetic and psychosocial factors. As far as alcohol and drug addictions are concerned, the participants’ beliefs distributed almost equally in relation to three causal beliefs categories: psychosocial, biopsychosocial, and biogenetic. In the same study, MDCBs are also evaluated in relation to mental disease treatments, where the majority of participants declare that the best treatment for schizophrenia should follow a medical approach; regarding anxiety, depression, bulimia, and alcohol and drug addiction with similar probability values, they recommend a psychological, a medical, and an integrated treatment approach. Studies have also been conducted on specific interpersonal variables which might impact on stigma, such as empathy and adult attachment. Although empathy is a construct difficult to be defined, research suggests that it may be a predictor of stigma. The role of attachment in the relationship between empathy and stigma has also been analyzed; Britton and Fuendeling have noted that it is in particular a secure attachment style which is related to the capacity of recognizing others’ needs. Among other variables, stress has assumed an important place in many studies on stigmatization and its impact on interpersonal relationships has been analyzed in the past and in recent years. As Eisenberg et al point out a person’s ability to regulate one’s own emotions has an important role in social interactions; emotional regulation capacity increases the ability to experience empathy. Research demonstrates that emotional distress includes emotional responses, such as anxiety or discomfort, which might affect negatively the capacity to recognize the condition and the needs of others.

People who are frequently anxious tend to feel insecure, express hostility, be aggressive, and experience communication difficulties.

Aims
The present study aims to deepen the understanding of individuals’ causal beliefs and attitudes regarding mental disorders, and to further improve the knowledge about the impact that cultural characteristics might have on etiological beliefs among people who belong to two cultures, Italy and Israel.
The justification for choosing variables such as secure attachment, empathic self-efficacy, and stress perception is found in the nature of the individual’s relation with the others and with people with mental illness in particular. Such relation seems to be multifaceted and composed of many processes which interact and are characterized by discriminating attitudes and behaviors, more specifically by confidence when facing others, by the capacity of perceiving the impact that one’s own efficacy can have on others, by being able to manifest one’s own feeling when stressed in particular situations. The definition of a structure characterized by empathic self-efficacy and stress perception measures are also formulated. The importance of gender and of religious beliefs, in a cross-cultural perspective.

In this study, when referring to the causal beliefs system, biogenetic and psychosocial causal attributions are hypothesized to be the two poles of a continuum, as identified in previous research. In line with Webb et al’s study, a relation is then hypothesized between causal explanations of mental illness constructs and secure attachment measures; hypotheses of associations of causal belief constructs with empathic self-efficacy and stress perception measures are also formulated. The importance of gender and of religious beliefs as demonstrated in the literature is also suggested when accounting for the participants’ attributes in the analysis. Holzinger et al in their review, on gender differences in public beliefs and attitudes about mental disorder in Western countries, demonstrated that women seem to favor psychosocial conceptualizations of mental illness more than men and, consequently, they recommend nonmedical sources of help and endorse psychotherapy. As far as religion is concerned, Wesselen et al in their study on religious beliefs about mental illness and social support preferences, observed that participants who declared to be religious, besides indicating biogenetic causes and medical treatments, predominantly also indicated spiritual causes and preference for giving spiritual support to the mentally ill.

Following these hypotheses, a latent structure is expected to represent the relations of MDCB constructs with empathy, attachment, stress, gender, and religious beliefs, in a cross-cultural perspective.

Materials and methods
Participants
This study made use of a convenient sample involving 305 participants, including psychology students from the University of Padua, Italy (N=183) and from the University of Haifa, Israel (N=122). As far as the Italian students were concerned, the mean age was 24.38, 65% were female, 16% declared to be religious, and 63% declared to have been in contact with the mentally ill. The Israeli students’ mean age was 24.35, 58% were female, 17% declared to be religious, and 69% affirmed to have experienced direct contact with a mentally ill person.

The project was approved by the Ethical Committee for Psychological Research of the University of Padua (protocol number 1734). The participants’ informed consent for confidential data treatment was part of the questionnaire package, and all participants signed this consent. The authorization of Haifa University Staff involved in this study was also obtained.

Instruments
MDCBs scale
In order to collect data in relation to specific constructs typical of causal beliefs related to mental illness from psychology students both in Italy and in Israel, the MDCB scale was chosen for the following main reasons: 1) the scale has been recently validated with psychology students; 2) it allows us to assess both biogenetic and psychosocial causal beliefs toward mental illness in general; 3) it is a practical instrument where the biogenetic and psychosocial causal attributions are demonstrated to be the two poles of a continuum. The scale consists of 30 items, where 13 items describe specific biological-genetic causal beliefs constructs and the 17 remaining items describe the psychosocial beliefs constructs. Examples of item contents for the biological-genetic causal belief constructs and for the psychosocial causal belief ones as they were elaborated in the MDCB are “The kind of nervous system you are born with has little to do with...”
the possibility that you become or not a psychotic” and “A social environment lacking of future perspective could be a fertile ground for the onset of mental illness”, respectively.

The MDCB is a five-point Likert-type scale. High scores indicate a tendency to endorse biological-genetic causal beliefs. In order to be applied to Israeli psychology students, it was translated into Hebrew, adopting the back translation procedure. Internal consistency was calculated for the Israeli participants as 0.86.

Attachment style questionnaire (ASQ)
The ASQ39,47 consists of 40 items rated on an agreement Likert-type scale. On the basis of studies conducted by Mannarini and Boffo,39 the five original subscales converged into three main attachment constructs: confidence (6 items; feeling secure and self-confident), avoidance (17 items; discomfort with closeness and relationships as secondary), and anxiety (14 items; need for approval and preoccupation with relationships). In this study, only the confidence subscale was used. For the Israeli students, it was translated into Hebrew, adopting the back translation procedure. Internal consistency was calculated for the Israeli participants to be 0.84.

Perceived empathic self-efficacy (PESE) scale
This scale40,48 was developed to assess the individual’s perception of the impact that efficacy can have on the others, which means it was devised to assess the individual’s perceived empathic ability. The scale includes 12 items to be graded on a five-level Likert-type scale. High scores reflect the perception of a positive impact of self-efficacy. The scale was translated into Hebrew, adopting the back translation procedure. The alpha coefficient was 0.83.

Perceived stress scale (PSS)
The PSS41 consists of 12 items and its purpose is to examine the extent to which the individual judges his/her life as being heavily stressed in particular situations, and refers to feeling stressed in recent times. The questions are evaluated on a four-level Likert-type scale. High score reflects a high level of stress. The reliability coefficient in the original research was 0.85. The scale was translated into Hebrew, adopting the back translation procedure. The reliability coefficient tested in this study was 0.87.

Data analysis
According to the mono-dimensionality assumption of Rasch modeling, the Many Facet Rasch Model (MFRM)49 was applied in this study, not only to estimate latent trait param-
tended in general toward the psychosocial pole of the MDCBs latent dimension. All the item measures showed a good fit to the model, with infit and outfit statistics values in the range 0.70–1.30, confirming the solidity of the MDCBs' dimension. Internal consistency assessed by the Cronbach coefficient was 0.87.

**Italy and Israel**

Both Italian and Israeli measures, −0.30 (SE = 0.02) and 0.30 (SE = 0.02) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.89 and 1.18). Italian and Israeli responses differed significantly (chi-square = 374.6, df = 1, p = 0.00), and since the Israeli students presented a higher mean than the Italians, it showed that the Israeli students tended toward the biogenetic causal beliefs model more than the Italians.

**Secure attachment, empathic self-efficacy, and stress perception**

All three levels, high, medium, and low, of the secure attachment measures, 0.24 (SE = 0.03), −0.04 (SE = 0.02), and −0.20 (SE = 0.03) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.84 and 1.13). The causal beliefs related to mental illness at the three levels of secure attachment differed significantly (chi-square = 131.1, df = 2, p = 0.00), showing that persons with high levels of secure attachment preferred the biogenetic model to explain the origin of mental disorders. As far as empathic self-efficacy was concerned, as measured by the PES scale, the three levels, high, medium, and low, −0.08 (SE = 0.03), 0.02 (SE = 0.03), and 0.06 (SE = 0.03) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.92 and 1.15). The three levels differed significantly (chi-square = 13.5, df = 2, p = 0.00), showing that persons with high levels of empathic self-efficacy endorsed preferably (−0.08) a psychosocial model to explain the origin of mental disorders. Considering the stress levels, high, medium, and low, as measured by the PSS, all measures, −0.08 (SE = 0.03), −0.24 (SE = 0.02), and 0.32 (SE = 0.03) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.99 and 1.02). The three levels differed significantly (chi-square = 249.3, df = 2, p = 0.00), showing that persons with low levels of stress perception preferred a biogenetic model to explain the origin of mental health problems.

**Gender and religious belief**

Both males’ and females’ measures, −0.13 (SE = 0.02) and 0.13 (SE = 0.02) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.94 and 1.11). Male and female responses differed significantly (chi-square = 70.8, df = 1, p = 0.00), showing that females tended toward the biogenetic causal beliefs model more than males.

As far as religious beliefs were concerned, both religious and nonreligious students’ measures, 0.29 (SE = 0.02) and −0.29 (SE = 0.02) respectively, had a good fit (between 0.96 and 1.06). Religious and nonreligious students’ responses differed significantly (chi-square = 349.3, df = 1, p = 0.00), showing that religious students tended toward the biogenetic causal beliefs model more than nonreligious students.

In conclusion, considering all the variables entered in the MFRM, the following profile emerged from the participants’ responses: Italian and Israeli students’ MDCBs differed, namely a tendency of the Israelis’ beliefs toward the biogenetic model is noted; not distinguishing the Italian from the Israeli participants, in general the biogenetic model was endorsed preferentially by females, with a religious belief, with high levels of secure attachment, with low levels of perceived empathy, and with low levels of stress. Considering the psychosocial model, this was endorsed preferentially by males with low levels of secure attachment, high levels of empathic self-efficacy, and high levels of stress.

**Italians versus Israelis regarding gender, religious beliefs, secure attachment, perceived empathy, and stress**

In order to compare the two cultures in regards to the variables entered in the model, the MFRM program was run separately for Italians and Israelis. Etiological belief measures and SE values were then obtained for each category and level of each variable. The two cultures’ measures were then compared, namely contrast measures were calculated and, by means of the Student’s t distribution, their validity was tested. Table 1 presents the measures as they are distributed on the MDCBs latent dimension for Italians and Israelis, relative to gender, religious beliefs, secure attachment, perceived empathy, and stress together with contrast measures. For illustrative purpose, for each contrast value, the content of an item typical of that contrast result is also presented.

In Table 1, as far as Italian students are concerned, and recalling that, according to the MFRM analysis, the mean value for the estimated measures is 0.00, the profile which emerged is characterized by values very close to the mean for all variables. Considering a few values located slightly above the mean toward the biogenetic model, the following profile can be outlined: males (0.02), with a high level of secure attachment (0.01), with a rather low level of empathy (0.03), and with a medium level of stress (0.02). Israeli students showed more defined and well characterized measures than Italians for most of the variables; a profile toward the biogenetic model can be drawn as follows: females (0.38),
without a specific religious belief (0.67), with a high/medium level of secure attachment (0.44, 0.34), with a medium level of perceived empathy (0.33), and with a high level of stress (0.13). In Table 1, the contrast measures describe the difference between the Italian and the Israeli measures. A positive contrast measure means that Italians attributed mental disorders to biogenetic causes more often than Israelis. On the contrary, a negative contrast means that Israelis attributed mental disorders to biogenetic causes more often than Italians. There are five positive contrast values out of the 11 significant ones, showing that Italian males (0.40), with a religious belief (0.67), with a low level of secure attachment (0.77), and with both high and low levels of perceived empathy (0.15, 0.21) endorsed the biogenetic model more often than the Israelis. Instead, Israeli females (−0.40), with no specific religious belief (−0.67), with high and medium levels of secure attachment (−0.43, −0.34), with a medium level of perceived empathy (−0.36), and with a high level of stress (−0.15) chose the biogenetic model more often than the Italians. Italians and Israelis did not show any significant contrast in relation to medium and low levels of stress, being in both cases, very close to the mean value (0.08, 0.06).

As anticipated, the MFRM program can also check for interactions between the model parameters. In this study, interaction analyses were performed in order to verify the differential functioning of each mental disorder causal belief item regarding Italian students versus Israeli students, in relation to all the variables. To do so, within the characteristics of the Student’s *t* distribution, Italy versus Israel was compared regarding all the variables. Results showed that 27 out of the 30 MDCB items were significantly (*p<0.05) affected by culture; namely, they showed differential functioning when

Table 1 Etiological belief measures: all participants, Italy and Israel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Italy measure</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Israel measure</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Italy vs Israel contrast</th>
<th>Item content examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.40*</td>
<td>Mental health professionals most probably underestimate the causal relationship between brain damage and a mental disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67*</td>
<td>The kind of nervous system you are born with has little to do with the possibility that you become/do not become psychotic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67*</td>
<td>If society would pay more attention to peoples’ needs, most probably mental illness would decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secure</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.43*</td>
<td>If a person grows up in a deprived or bad family and social environment, (s)he will not most probably have a normal psychological development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attachment</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.34*</td>
<td>Childhood traumas, such as sexual abuse in a very violent family environment, might impede healthy mental development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.77*</td>
<td>A social environment lacking future perspective could be a fertile ground for the onset of mental illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
<td>Among people obliged to live in very stressful conditions, those who are most likely to collapse under tension are individuals who are psychologically weak due to hereditary factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>−0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.36*</td>
<td>A repressive family system where it is impossible to manifest intense emotions, particularly anger, can induce an individual to become mentally ill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>−0.15*</td>
<td>Trying to solve a real life problem over and over again without any success might cause mental illness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>Our society often favors the development of pathological behaviors by pushing people to long for success, but without giving them the right opportunities and instruments to reach it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>−0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>If parents were supported by social policies in their parental roles and duties, they would be highly likely to bring up mentally healthy children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p<0.001. (R) represents a reversed item. A positive contrast value means that the Italians attributed mental disorders to biogenetic causes more often than the Israelis. A negative contrast value means that the Israelis attributed mental disorders to biogenetic causes more often than the Italians. Abbreviation: SE, standard error.
Italian students were compared with the Israelis. To represent some significant examples, in Table 1, specific item contents are presented for each contrast value.

**Discussion**

According to the general objective of this study, the latent trait analysis (MFRM) evidences interpretable results related to the role that gender, religious belief, secure attachment, empathic self-efficacy, and stress perception play on Italian and Israeli students’ causal beliefs related to mental illness as measured by the MDCBs scale. In summary, according to the hypothesis, a latent structure emerged that represents the relations among the variables entered in the MFRM in a cross-cultural perspective. The analyses evidenced the following main results.

The average measure of the participants’ responses to the MDCB items tended in general (N=305) toward the psychosocial model to explain the mental illness etiology, whereas Italian (N=183) and Israeli (N=122) responses differed significantly, showing that the Israeli students endorsed the biogenetic causal beliefs model more frequently than the Italians. Item contents such as “The cause of most of people’s psychological problems is situated in the brain”, “Some people are born with a kind of emotional instability that makes it easy for them to become mentally disturbed” and “Most of the people who suffer from psychological problems are born with some psychological deficiency”, represent the biogenetic model preferred by the Israeli students. Meyerstein presents a Jewish perspective on causal beliefs and clinical work by examining underlying values and attitudes of Israeli people that relate to mental health and illness. In that study, common symptoms and also family issues that have roots in culture are explored and people’s beliefs about mental illness causes, stigma, and clinical work are considered from both the psychosocial and medical points of view. Results show that the medical point of view is often privileged by the respondents. Meyerstein also dedicated specific attention to some special communities in Israel and found that also the spiritual perspective occupies a relevant space to explain the etiology of mental illness.

Considering gender, females tended toward the biogenetic causal beliefs model more than males. However, this result does not seem to be largely against the endorsement of biogenetic causal explanations, since in many studies no gender differences have been observed.

As far as religion was concerned, religious students tended toward the biogenetic causal beliefs model more than nonreligious students. In general, individuals with high levels of secure attachment preferred the biogenetic model to the psychosocial one in order to explain the origin of mental disorders. In other words, a biogenetic explanation, which does not imply any social or psychological responsibility, seems to characterize persons who feel self-confident, comfortable, and not preoccupied with interpersonal relationships. This result is accompanied by low levels of perceived empathic ability, that is, the individual perceives oneself as rather inefficient regarding the others. As referred to MDCBs, feeling self-confident with interpersonal relationships in general does not mean believing in his/her own capacity to affect the others. These results do not seem to fall in line with the findings of Webb et al which evidence a positive relation between fearful attachment and low levels of empathy. Webb et al suggest that attachment style may influence the relationship between empathy and discriminating attitudes, in a way that adults who are fearfully attached do not seek personal relationships with others and would feel less empathic toward somebody who is demonstrating socially inappropriate behaviors.

Persons who do not feel particularly stressed preferred a biogenetic model to explain the origin of mental health problems, excluding the psychosocial implications of mental disorders. A majority endorsed sentences such as “Some people are born mentally unstable and are doomed to spend part of their life in mental health care institutions”, “Mental health professionals most probably underestimate the causal relation between a brain damage and a mental disorder”, “Some people are born with a biologically based tendency to present a certain psychological disorder, which then becomes manifest during their development”. These results shed new light on other studies’ findings which show that emotional distress includes emotional responses, such as anxiety and discomfort, which might influence the capacity to recognize others needs and social implications.

Results of the analysis conducted separately for Italians and Israelis show that Italian students’ measures describe a profile characterized by values very close to the mean for all variables; both biogenetic and psychosocial models as measured by the MDCB questions are not very clearly specified. However, Israeli students’ results evidence a much clearer profile through the variables toward the biogenetic explanation of the mental disorders etiology. In order to better understand the analogies and the differences between Italian and Israeli measures, contrast values were calculated and their statistical significance was tested. As shown in Table 1, the contrast values associated with gender, religious belief, and attachment style were particularly significant, allowing a
better understanding of the main differences between the two cultures, namely that the Italian students who endorsed the biogenetic model were males, who declared to be religious, and reported lower levels of secure attachment than Israelis. On the contrary, the Israeli students who manifested a preference toward the biogenetic explanation were females, with no specific religious belief, and who manifested higher levels of secure attachment than the Italians.

Conclusion
The results of this study represent a contribution to the discussion on MDCBs and on specific interpersonal relationship variables, together with participants’ gender and religious beliefs in a cross-cultural perspective. This research, conducted at a latent trait level, finds space among a large number of other studies on the same issues, in part confirming their findings, but also showing some different aspects, in particular regarding the relations between interpersonal variables such as attachment style, perceived empathy, and stress. In order to better understand the contribution that this study represents and to consider new perspectives for future research, it is worth mentioning, among others, a particularly significant study conducted recently by Pescosolido et al.53 in which the author reports on the general population’s attitudes, behavioral dispositions, and MDCBs that targeted stigma in the past, and discusses the implications this issue has at present; new research lines for future studies and intervention efforts are indicated. Considering the limits of the present study, further studies should be carried out at a population level, that take into consideration the effect that interpersonal relationship variables, gender, different levels of age, and cultural levels have on the individual’s understanding of mental illness.

According to Pescosolido’s suggestions, it is also necessary to point out that fundamental questions remain that are critical for shedding light on people’s understanding of mental illness and etiological beliefs and even more on social fault lines of a society that produces prejudice and discrimination which heavily impact the lives of mentally ill individuals and their family members.54,55
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